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The potential functions are developed to simplify the complexity of quantum mechanics computation. These functions return a value of energy based on the conformation of the molecules or atoms. The molecular or atomic bond strengths are presented when taking the differentiation of the potential function, and the strengths are the key factors of the mechanical properties of the bulk material. However, various potential functions and coefficients could be found to describe the same material. The fact that the different empirical-based potential functions will create different material elastic constants is for sure. Therefore, an analytic closed-form solution to check the relationship of atomic strengths and the bulk mechanical values is critically needed. In this letter, a set of metal elements with its Morse potential parameters is investigated.
The single-spring-single-lattice ͑SSSL͒ model is developed to analytically estimate the elastic constant ͑Young's modulus͒ of metals. This model is basically a single cubic structure. However, by the assumption of symmetric boundary conditions, the SSSL model could be considered as an infinitely repeated cubic structure which is assumed that the mechanical behavior is closed to the bulk material. The mean positions of each atom of the metallic elements can be treated as the positions which achieve the minimum total energy. All interatomic forces, which are described by the empirical potential function, can be transferred into atomic springs to form the lattice structure. Through this transformation, the originally discrete atomic structure can therefore be analyzed in the continuum level. The spring network models were also widely utilized in finite element method based nanostructure studies.
1-3 However, none of the literature has studied the closed-form based solution.
The SSSL model is based on the potential function to construct the analytical solution and the diatomic elastic constant could be determined by the second derivative of the potential function. Theoretically, the SSSL model is a potential function independent method and could be applied to any other potential functions, such as embedded-atom method ͑EAM͒, Tersoff and Stillinger-Weber potentials, etc. The SSSL model could also deal with the temperature dependent elastic constant if the potential function contains the temperature parameter. The Morse potential 4-6 is utilized herein to elucidate the feasibility of the SSSL model.
The Morse potential function which illustrates the bond strength of the diatomic system is adopted to describe the interatomic forces between adjacent atoms. The Morse potential function has been adopted to describe the interatomic potential energy for more than 70 years. It can describe the relationship of potential energy versus diatom distance, as well as depict the relationship of bond strength versus diatom distance. 7 The potential energy E͑r ij ͒ of two atoms i and j separated by a distance r ij is expressed as
where D is the dissociation energy of the diatomic system, r 0 is the equilibrium length, and ␣ is a constant with the dimension of reciprocal distance. The elastic constant between two atoms i and j is the second derivative of potential energy E͑r ij ͒:
Girifalco and Weizer 6 calculated the Morse potential parameters for cubic metals using the experimental values of the energy of vaporization, the lattice constant, and the compressibility. Table I shows the Morse parameters for cubic metals applied in this letter. In the table, there are two groups of the metallic lattice structure which could be categorized. One is the body-centered-cubic ͑bcc͒ structure including Na, K, Cr, Fe, Rb, Mo, Cs, Ba, and W, and the other is the face-centered-cubic ͑fcc͒ structure including Al, Ca, Ni, Cu, Sr, Ag, and Pb. The SSSL models of bcc and fcc structures are illustrated as follows.
In the bcc structure, there are one body-centered atom and eight corner atoms in a single cubic lattice. These atoms are treated as the spring network nodes in the SSSL model, and the interatomic forces between adjacent atoms are transferred into atomic springs. By the assumption of symmetric boundary conditions, six virtual nodes are illustrated in the center of the edge surfaces to evaluate the interatomic forces between adjacent body-centered atoms. The SSSL model is therefore illustrated including one body-centered node B, eight corner nodes, C 1 -C 8 , six virtual nodes, V 1 -V 6 , and three sets of atomic springs, as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The spring set 1, BC 1 -BC 8 , is the center-corner spring which represents the interatomic forces between the body-centered atom and the eight corner atoms with initial lengths of r 0 . The spring set 2, C 1 C 2 -C 7 C 8 , is the corner-corner spring which represents the interatomic forces between adjacent corner atoms with initial lengths of 2r 0 cos , where represents the angle between the center-corner spring and corner-corner spring. The spring set 3, BR 1 -BR 6 
These springs in the SSSL model have force constants k͑r ij ͒ determined by Eq. ͑2͒. When applying a small prescribed extension ⌬l on the atomic springs C 1 C 5 , C 2 C 6 , C 3 C 7 , C 4 C 8 , and BR 1 , the extension ⌬s of the center-corner springs have relations of ⌬s = ⌬l cos /2, when ⌬l is small. The interatomic forces F͑r ij ͒ are therefore F͑r ij ͒ = k͑r 0 ͒⌬s in the center-corner springs, BC 1 -BC 8 , and are F͑r ij ͒ = k͑2r 0 cos ͒⌬l in the corner-corner springs, C 1 C 2 -C 7 C 8 , as well as the center-center springs, BR 1 -BR 6 . The total reaction force F total is the summation of the reaction forces on nodes C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , and V 1 . Notably, the reaction forces on nodes C 1 -C 4 are affected by the internal forces on one corner-corner spring, one center-corner spring, and three additional center-corner springs from the adjacent lattice, as shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . assumes that the reaction forces in center-corner springs and corner-corner springs are the same because of the symmetry of the bcc structure. The elastic constant E of the SSSL model is then mechanically defined as
where L represents the lattice constant of the cubic structure, that is, L =2r 0 cos , represents the stress of the spring model which is defined as the total reaction force divided by the cross-section area A = L 2 of the cubic structure, and represents the strain of the spring model.
The elastic constant calculation for the fcc structure undergoes similar processes. The nodes in the SSSL model can be classified as the face-centered nodes F 1 -F 6 and the corner nodes C 1 -C 8 , as shown in Fig. 1͑c͒ . The interatomic forces in the fcc structure are transferred into four sets of atomic springs. The spring set 1, F 1 C 1 -F 6 C 8 , is the center-corner spring which represents the interatomic forces between the adjacent face-centered atoms and corner atoms with initial lengths of r 0 . The spring set 2, F 1 F 2 -F 5 F 6 , is the A-center spring which represents the interatomic forces between the adjacent face-centered atoms with initial lengths of r 0 . The spring set 3, C 1 C 2 -C 7 C 8 , is the corner-corner spring which represents the interatomic forces between the adjacent corner atoms with initial lengths of 2r 0 cos , where represents the angle between the center-corner spring and corner-corner spring. The spring set 4, F 1 F 6 , F 2 F 4 , F 3 F 5 , is the C-center spring which represents the interatomic forces between the across face-centered atoms with initial lengths of 2r 0 cos .
When applying a small prescribed extension ⌬l on the atomic springs C 1 C 5 , C 2 C 6 , C 3 C 7 , C 4 C 8 , and F 1 F 6 , the total reaction force F total is calculated. The total reaction force is the summation of the reaction forces on the nodes C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , and F 1 which include internal forces from five cornercorner springs, four A-center springs, eight center-corner springs, and eight additional center-corner springs from adjacent lattice, as shown in Fig. 1͑d͒ . The interatomic forces are transferred to the atomic springs. ͑a͒ The SSSL model for the bcc structure and the three spring sets represent the center-corner springs ͑red line͒, the corner-corner springs ͑black line͒, and the centercenter springs ͑blue line͒. ͑b͒ Sketch of reaction force calculation for the bcc structure. Three additional center-corner springs from adjacent lattices affect the reaction forces on node C. ͑c͒ The SSSL model for the fcc structure and four spring sets represent the center-corner springs ͑red line͒, the A-center springs ͑blue line͒, the corner-corner springs ͑black line͒, and the C-center springs ͑green line͒. ͑d͒ Sketch of reaction force calculation for the fcc structure. Two additional center-corner springs from adjacent lattices affect the reaction forces on node C.
F total = ͚ F center-corner cos + ͚ F A center cos + ͚ F corner-corner + ͚ F C center = 20k͑r 0 ͒⌬s cos + 5k͑2r 0 cos ͒⌬l. ͑5͒
Afterward, the elastic constant of the fcc-SSSL model can be calculated by Eq. ͑4͒. To rearrange equations Eqs. ͑3͒-͑5͒, the elastic constant of the bcc and fcc structures is presented as follows:
shows that the elastic constant could be simply estimated by three Morse potential parameters ␣, D, and r 0 . Notably, the prescribed extension ⌬l is canceled in the elastic constant E calculation. The calculated elastic constant of the SSSL models is shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ where the Morse potential parameters ␣, D, and r 0 are derived by Girifalco and Weizer. 6 To compare with the bulk values, [8] [9] [10] the atomic-level elastic constant of most metals is close to the bulk value. It is clear that the analytical equations developed in this letter can provide a fast and accurate estimation of elastic constant of the bcc and fcc type metals. It can also provide a second check for Morse potential parameters as follows.
Slater 5 developed another set of Morse potential parameters where the three parameters ␣, D, and r 0 are determined by the Grüneisen method. 5 This parameter set is applied herein to make a comparison with previous results. Figure  2͑b͒ shows the elastic constant calculation results. The calculated elastic constant of most metals is ten times larger than that of the bulk value. The results show a large discrepancy between Girifalco and Weizer's and Slater's parameter set which is caused by the basic assumptions in Girifalco and Weizer's potential model and Slater's potential model. Slater assumed that the dissociation energy D is determined by the latent heat of vaporization, while Girifalco and Weizer's assumed that the dissociation energy is explicitly associated with two energy equations in equilibrium and one compressibility relation. Thus, Girifalco and Weizer's potential model shows more promising results than Slater's potential model in this letter.
In summary, the SSSL model provides an aspect to estimate the elastic constant from atomic level. The calculated results are highly dependent on the applied potential function. Though the SSSL model much reduces the complexity of the real bulk metals including their defects, dislocations, etc., an agreement on trends between the predicted elastic constants and the corresponding bulk value is achieved. Moreover, the SSSL model provides a direction to validate the accuracy of different potential parameter sets. 
